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Clone DVD in DVD folder and ISO file-compatible format. Include chapters and audio streams Preview of the titles in a built-in media player Compress and burn the DVD movies automatically RCE is disabled by default An easy-to-use interface It works good Details: Version: AnyDVD5 (3.0) Size: 14.8 MB Requirement: Windows Easy to use Doesn't overwrite sectors Very easy to use The media features. Verdict: It is a full and complete application for back
up and cloning DVD movies with full audio stream and chapter selection support. It's simple-to-use application with a familiar interface will save you a lot of time and make DVD movie copying a piece of cake. MP3 Rocket DVD Rip is a powerful utility that helps you to get high-quality DVD content converted to MP3, WMA, OGG, WAV, APE, and other formats, and change the various parameters at the same time. The application is optimized for the newly-

available Apple iPod device, which means you can directly drag and drop the ripped DVD content from the desktop or Start Menu onto the device, and store it on the device itself. Also, it's easy to back up content through iTunes. You can find all the supported audio and video formats, as well as their parameters, in the import tab. You can also turn a number of video and audio parameters to suitable values and transfer a few parameters to other formats and
audio formats. The output format selection includes MP3, MP2, WMA, OGG, WAV, RTP, and AC3. MP3 Rocket DVD Rip works well and is easy to use. It doesn't require a lot of system memory to store lots of DVD movies and can be quick in terms of response time. The interface is clean and understandable, so you'll have a fun experience using this software. A few issues have been found during the time we've tested it. It has received error notifications and

dropped some data conversions. It's only a minor irritation, though. MP3 Rocket DVD Rip Description: MP3 Rocket DVD Rip is a powerful program for ripping and converting DVD to MP3, OGG, WAV, WMA, RA, RTP and other formats, and this version supports the newly-
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• Author: AnyDVD was created to be the best DVD backup & ripping tool available. It will help you to backup and rip DVD for all regions of DVD5, 3, 2 and 1 at once. • Provides 3 ways to backup: Full Backup, Background Backup and Incremental Backup. • Provides two options to build DVD ISO: ISO-Integrated and DVD-Video-Layered. • Supports DVD9, DVD5, DVD1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 • Supports Region 0-7 • Includes: Mp3, AVI, MKV, FLV, MP4, MOV,
RCE compatible • Optimizes the disk space by reducing the size of unnecessary data and optimized files • Friendly GUI system • Support language: English, German, French, Spanish, Italian, Dutch, Danish • Support file format: ISO, ISO-Inside, BIN, IMG, and MP4 • Support DRM including AACS, CSS, DTS, VOB, HEVC, M2TS, TPACK, LPCM, RA, RM, SPC, SRO, TTA, and others • Support RCE and region-free playback • Support 4x Scaling • Region-

free playback and Region-free restore • Region-free copy and restore for DVD9, DVD5, and 3 • Region-free copy and restore for Region 1, 2, 5, 6, and 7 • Multiple language support • Track the movie up to 480 fps • View the movie with the built-in player • It also allows you to have it rip and backup the DVD to AVI, MP4, MOV, MKV, and other output formats • It will allow you to convert the videos in folder into specified formats • Automatically backup
your DVD in the background • Preview the movie to select the desired region • RCE compatible • Supports playback of files in memory • Supports background playback • Supports external burning from Windows Explorer • Supports burning by command line • Allows you to burn with the same player • Supports DVD9, DVD5, and 3 • Supports RCE and region-free playback • Supports iTunes compatible files • Allows you to play the backup DVD or any DVD

at the same time • Supports both DVD9 and DVD5 region-free copy • Supports DVD4 and DVD1 • Supports DVD5, DVD9, DVD5 6a5afdab4c
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New tools and features in version 6.2 release Added: [RCE] Region coder enablement (RCE) option added New: Added: [Automatic rewinding] option added Added: [Cloning] with chapters option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu option added Added: [Cloning] with audio stream option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD text option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD subtitles option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD audio option added Added:
[Cloning] with DVD menu option and Audio+Video+Subtitles option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu option and DVD Text+Subtitles option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu option and DVD Text+Audio option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu option and Audio+Video option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu option and DVD subtitles option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu option and DVD text option added
Added: [Cloning] with DVD Menu and Audio+Video+Subtitles+DVD text option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and DVD text option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and Audio+Subtitles option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and DVD text option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and Audio option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and DVD text option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and Video option
added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and DVD text option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and Subtitles option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and DVD text option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and Audio option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and DVD text option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and Video option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and DVD text option added Added: [Cloning]
with DVD menu and Subtitles option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu and DVD Text option added Added: [Cloning] with DVD menu

What's New in the Any DVD Shrink?

Any DVD Shrink is a simple-to-use application that allows you to create backups to your DVD movies through some simple tools. It is oriented toward all types of users, even those with little or no experience in software programs. After a brief installation procedure, you are greeted by a standard window with a well-organized layout. Once you have loaded a DVD movie into the workspace, you can specify the output device between DVD folder and ISO image
file, and proceed with the backup operation. The file list shows the chapters and audio streams for the DVD, along with the size and description of each item. It is possible to preview the title in a built-in media player and to erase a rewritable disc. A few settings can be configured from the Options panel. Therefore, you can modify the default temporary file folder, choose the copy method, maximum DVD size and burn engine, as well as make the tool
automatically burn the disc, delete the temporary folders when the movie cloning task is done and remove RCE (Regional Coding Enhancement). Any DVD Shrink uses a low-to-moderate quantity of CPU and system memory, so it shouldn't put a strain on the computer's overall performance. It has a good response time, finishes a cloning job in reasonable time and works smoothly. No error notifications have been shown in our tests and the tool did not hang or
crash. To conclude, Any DVD Shrink delivers a simple yet effective solution to backing up your favorite DVD movies. Buy this if: You have trouble backing up your DVD movies. You want a program that isn't too complicated or confusing. You want a DVD backup solution that is reliable. You don't mind selecting all of your DVD movies. You want a backup program that allows you to customize and configure it. You want a program that is free and doesn't
have any nags. You want a program that is easy to use. You want a program that will perform as well as it promises. You want a program that is simple to use. You want a program that is backed by a company that you know and trust. You want a program that puts the user in control. You want a program that converts non-RCE discs. You want a program that can make backups for any type of DVD. You want a program that converts your entire DVD collection to
a single backup. You want a program that makes making backups easy and fast
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System Requirements For Any DVD Shrink:

Windows 7 64bit, 8.1 64bit, 8.1 32bit, 10 64bit Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3, Vista, 7, 8.1, 10. Minimum: Processor: Core 2 Duo 2.4GHz, AMD Athlon 64 X2 4800+, AMD Phenom X3 8450, Intel Core 2 Duo E6400+, Intel Core i3 2100+, Intel Core i5 2500+, Intel Core i7 2600+, AMD Phenom II X3 740 Memory: 2GB RAM Hard
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